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00876  Doris shift

Billy

skirt puffs up/out
009 29        Doris forward reach
to flick ashes from cigarette
Billy getting up
(Series)
01 229. "Billy getting up, etc.,

- gun held in front of body

(Note: B looking at D without her return gaze)
01382
"Interaction Synchrony"

(A puts her wine on table precisely as G starts to lift his)
01485
camera zoomed in to
close-up

(New position for D)
01703
Billy and Doris
"Pillow exchange"
series
Right hand
"Pillow Exchange"
01:25
"Pillow exchange"
(camera zoom in)
01741
"Pillow exchange"
(still close up)
01950's
"Pillow Exchange"
(still close-in)
01758
"Pillow Exchange"
01778
"Pillow Exchange"
O1817
"Pillow Exchange"
"Airplane Scene: Interaction"
02/47
"Airplane Scene"
(D fixes B's plane)
Airplane Scene
(Note D + E not paying attention to B)
"Airplane Scene"

(D & G mutually engaged, B turned away)  03235
04472
Second Reel positions

(g watching B at fortress)
head held forward

Spine curved

06839  D standing posture
08166
Fourth reel
starting position

← note 'steepled' hands
"preening"
12369
Fifth reel positions
"Cigarette scene"

cigarette pack in left hand

match box
12:410
D taps cigarette
on Table
12,601
unlit cigarette
to match.

match
lit
12.6.38
lighting the cigarette

hand up

foot turned
12/68
G shaking
match out

match
inside cupped
hand
12, 761
6 "points"

fuses
heel
snap

matchbox
1.045
(starting zoom-in)

cigarette butt!
Di new position

13.13

(still holding unlit cigarette)
13,441
Di postore shift
13,512
adjusting dress
"after" posture change

Right hand
13, 602
Dr. new position

Note finger

Still holding until cigarette
07-26
"Pointing"

Note head and hand position changes in this series.
07989
fourth 'point'
in this sequence
'Pointing'
11/087
11,231
"Pointing"
03840
B looking at camera
08100
D looking away from camera to B
13,472
D moving back on couch, "head, point"
13,823
brief 'point')
Stein held here for long time ("lost" stein)

(Billy here)

Gregory: cigarette held near mouth for long time ("lost" cigarette?)
01991 "G's lost cigarette"
(2nd reel)
DRINKING BEER

note: little finger
O 4132
8 and "fortress"
"straw bag"
Billy: Finger to mouth

Billy looks to the right.

Billy's hand/finger to mouth.
Hiding face from camera.
07391
2-handed
stein-hold
Gregory and matchbox
D rubbing table
D puts unlit cigarette to lips
"nose wipe"